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Abstract: The current research is prepared to address the transport phenomenon in a hydro-
magnetized flow model on a porous stretching sheet. Mass and heat transport are modeled via
temperature dependent models of thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficients. Accordingly, the
involvement of radiation, chemical reaction, the Dufour effect, and the Soret effect are involved. The
flow presenting expression has been modeled via boundary layer approximation and the flow is
produced due to the experimental stretching sheet. The governing equations have been approxi-
mated numerically via shooting method. The efficiency of the scheme is established by including the
comparative study. Moreover, a decline in the velocity field is recorded against the escalating values
of the porosity parameter and the magnetic parameter.

Keywords: porous medium; radiated heat flux; stretching sheet; nusselt number; boundary layer
theory; shooting method

1. Introduction

Recently, researchers have paid great attention to the investigation of the compartment
of thermal and species transportation in many engineering processes. For instance, Sohail
et al. [1] modeled the phenomenon of thermal and mass transportation with variable
thermal conduction and diffusion coefficient in an Oldroyd-B fluid model. They used
the boundary layer approach to model the physical happening on a stretched surface.
Group similarity analysis was used to transfigure the coupled system of modeled laws
into ordinary differential equations. They handled the transfiguring model via the optimal
homotopy method. They presented the error analysis and comparative investigation.
They reported that higher values of the Prandtl number results in a decline in the thermal
profile. Khan et al. [2] modeled the rheology of the Powell–Eyring model in cylindrical
coordinates. They used the involvement of the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect in
momentum distribution and a variable model of thermal conductivity in temperature
profile. Sohail et al. [3] studied the species and thermal transportation in a couple stress
model flowing over a stretched surface. They considered the variable magnetic field in
the momentum equation, depending upon the spatial variables. The phenomenon of
thermal transport is discussed under temperature-dependent thermal conductivity and
radiation energy in their exploration, and they also discussed their entropy analysis. They
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used the OHAM tool to approximate the solution of coupled nonlinear flow presenting
equation. An error analysis is computed to show the authenticity of the applied scheme.
Khan et al. [4] studied the compartment of Joule heating, viscous dissipation, radiation,
and chemical reaction for the flow of micropolar fluid over a stretching surface obeying
convective thermal conditions. They presented the graphical convergence analysis through
h-curves. Hayat et al. [5] developed the modeling of cross fluid over a stretching sheet in
the presence of homogeneous–heterogeneous reactions. They found that higher values
of the Weissenberg parameter retard the velocity profile. Sohail et al. [6] investigated the
mechanism of entropy in the Casson model under variable properties. They addressed
the analytical solution of the developed problem. They mentioned that augmenting the
values of the fluid parameter is responsible for the control of the turbulence in fluid
motion. Shah et al. [7] studied the hybrid nanofluid in porous annulus and explored the
phenomenon of entropy generation by augmenting the Bejan number numerically via a
finite volume scheme. In another inspection, thermal transport with a modified heat flux
model in micropolar fluid is scrutinized. They used the HAM procedure to investigate
the features of various flow profiles. They mentioned that the escalating values of the
magnetic parameter and the Prandtl number enhance the heat transmission rate, while
the Eckert number shows the reverse. The involvement of Joule heating in water-based
silver and copper nanoparticles was examined by Shah et al. [8]. They studied the flow
features in a porous medium. The investigation of entropy was reported by them. They
reported that the escalating values of the rotation parameter increased the velocity field.
Moreover, it is examined that the inertial coefficient and the porosity parameter decline
the radial velocity component. Khan et al. [9] studied the radiated blood flow in a slippery
sheet by incorporating the heat generation/absorption contribution. They modeled the
fluid presenting expressions in a curved, stretched surface. They solved the modeled
equations via the bvp4c procedure. The involvement of modified heat flux is incorporated
by them to study the momentum and thermal transport. They considered the exponentially
stretching sheet over which flow is produced. Their error analysis is presented to show the
convergence of method. They found that higher values of porosity parameter retard the
velocity and augmentation in the thermal profile. Rasool and Shafique studied the aspects
of heat and mass transfer in the Powell–Earing model with convective boundary conditions
and the radiation phenomenon. They found a decline in concentration profile against the
Schmidt number. The modeling of Casson fluid with heat and mass transportation over a
nonlinear stretching sheet was numerically investigated by Rasool et al. [10]. They found
that higher estimations in the slip parameter retards the velocity, thermal, and concentration
fields. In addition, they noticed the incrimination in the temperature field against the Eckert
number. Al-Khaled and Khan [11] examined the phenomenon of gyrotactic microorganisms
with heat and mass transportation in the Casson model. They used the HAM approach
to approximate the solutions of coupled transformed boundary layer equations. They
observed the augmentation in temperature profile against the large values of the radiation
parameter. Furthermore, they recorded the decline in the microorganisms’ fields against the
Lewis and Péclet numbers. In [12], Mondal and Mukhopadhyay scrutinized the thermal
transport in Newtonian fluid passing over an exponential porous sheet. They tackled the
transformed ODEs numerically and recorded the decline in temperature field against the
Prandtl number. Khan et al. [13] carried out the analysis of heat transfer over an unsteady
porous stretching sheet for the viscoelastic model. Alam and Marwat [14] studied the mass
and heat transport in stagnation point fluids over variable thickness porous sheets. They
solved the resulting equations numerically and discussed the cases of suction and blowing.
Some important aspects are mentioned in [15–18] and references therein.

The available literature reveals that no attempt has been made to explore the com-
partment of variable thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient with the Soret and
Dufour effects as magnetic nanofluid passes over an exponentially stretching sheet. This
exploration fills the gap in the research, and will be used as a founding tool for the other
researchers to contribute their input to open literature. This paper is organized as follows:
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Section 1 contains the literature survey, modeling is included in Section 2, Section 3 contains
the methodology, results are explained in Section 4, and the key findings are reported in
Section 5.

2. Governing Equations

The coordinate system is considered in two dimensions such that the x-axis is directed
to the stretching sheet inserted inside the porous medium, and the y-axis moves upward
from the sheet as shown in Figure 1. The stretched and free stream velocities are defined as

uw(x) = a e
x
l , u∞(x) = 0,

where x, l, and a > 0 are coordinates parallel to the sheet, the length of the stretching
sheet, and the constant, respectively. A nonuniform, transversely applied magnetic field of
strength B = Boex/l is applied, as mentioned in Figure 1. Furthermore, it is assumed that
no external electric field exists, therefore the impact of polarization of charges is negligibly
small. The induced magnetic field created by the nanofluid (electrically conducting) motion
is also in negligibly small amounts in comparison with the applied field. The governing
equations in usual dimensional forms are:

∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

= 0, (1)

u
∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y
− µ

ρ

∂2u
∂y2 +

(
ν

K
+

σB2
0

ρ

)
u = 0, (2)

u
∂C
∂x

+ v
∂C
∂y
− ∂

∂y

[
D(T)

∂C
∂y

]
+ Γ(C− C0)−

∂2T
∂y2

DTkT
T∞

= 0, (3)

u
∂T
∂x

+ v
∂T
∂y
− 1

ρCp
∂

∂y

[
K(T)

∂T
∂y

]
+

1
ρCp

∂Qr

∂y
− τ

[(
∂T
∂y

)2 DT
T∞

+ DB
∂T
∂y

∂C
∂y

]
− DTkT

CsCp∗

∂2C
∂y2 = 0. (4)

Figure 1. Flow diagram with coordinates.

Employing the Roseland approximation (radiation flux) for an optically thick layer
one has:

Qr =
4σ∗

3k∗
∂T4

∂y
. (5)

The term T4 in radiation flux can be solved by the Taylor Series about T∞ and, neglect-
ing higher terms, we have:

T4 = 4T3
∞T − 3T4

∞ (6)
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The subjected boundary conditions are:

u = uw(x) = aex/l , v = 0, C = Cw(x), T = Tw(x) at y = 0
u→ 0, v → 0, C → C∞ , T → T∞ = nTw(x) + (1− n)T0, as y→ ∞,

(7)

where the constant thermal stratification parameter n = m1
1+m1

, m1 constant can be taken
in many ways as 0 ≤ n < 1. The prescribed temperature and concentration over the
stretchable surface can be defined as

Tw(x) = T∞ + T0e
x
l , Cw(x) = C∞ + C0ex/l , (8)

where T0 and C0 are the reference temperature and the reference concentration, respectively.
An appropriate stream function ψ = ψ(x, y) satisfyies the continuity of Equation (1), so
that the flow equations converted to nonlinear ordinary differential equations, with the
similarity transformations are taken as

ψ =
√

2la e
x
l f (η), η = y

√
a

2νl e
x
l , u = ∂ψ

∂y , v = − ∂ψ
∂x ,

θ(η )(−T∞ + Tw) = (−T∞ + T), ∅(η )(−C∞ + Cw) = (−C∞ + C).
(9)

After applying the above transformation, Equations (2)–(4) become

f ′′′ (η )− (k1 + M) f ′(η ) + f (η ) f ′′(η )− 2( f ′)2(η ) = 0, (10)

(1 + δ1θ(η ))φ′′(η )− Le f ′(η )φ(η ) + Le f (η )φ′(η )− LeΓφ(η ) + SrLeθ′′ (η ) = 0 (11)

1
Pr (1 + R + δ2θ(η ))θ′′(η ) + Nt(θ′)2(η ) + Drφ′′(η ) + f (η )θ′(η )− f ′(η )θ(η )−

( n
1−n

)
f ′(η ) + Nbθ′(η )φ′(η ) = 0 (12)

The corresponding boundary conditions (7) become

f (η) = 0, f ′(η) = 1, φ (η) = 1, θ(η) = 1 at η = 0,
f ′(η) → 0, φ (η) → 0, θ(η) → 0 at η → ∞.

(13)

The skin friction, Sherwood number, and Nusselt number for the current study are
regarded as

Nu = xQW
K(T)(Tw−T∞)

, Sh = xQm
DB(T)(Cw−C∞)

, CF = τW
u2

wρ f
,

where QW = −K(T) ∂T
∂y , Qm = −DB(T) ∂C

∂y , τW = µ ∂u
∂y aty = 0.

(14)

The related terms of dimensionless reduced Nusselt number −θ′(0), reduced Sher-
wood number −φ′(0), and skin friction coefficient C f x are

CFX = C f
√(

2l
x

)
Rex,−(1 + R)θ′(0) = Nu

(1+ 4
3 )
√ x

2l Rex
,

−φ′(0) = Sh√
( x

2l )Rex
,

(15)

where Rex = uw(x)
y is the local Reynolds number. In order to get a numerical solution of the

developed equations, a numerical method is used based on shooting method.
The involved variables in the above equations are presented with the help of nomen-

clature as mentioned in the following section.

3. Numerical Method for Solution

With the use of similarity transformation, the nonlinear partial differential equations
with subjected boundary conditions are converted to ordinary differential equations then
solved by using the Shooting method. The methodology flow chart is shown in Figure 2.
Here, the third-order nonlinear ordinary differential Equation (10) and second-order nonlin-
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ear ordinary differential Equations (11) and (12) have been reduced to first-order differential
equations as follows

f = y1, f ′ = y2, f ′′ = y3, f ′′′ = (yy)1,
(yy)1 = (k1 + M)y2 − y1y3 + 2(y2)

2,
(16)

θ = y4, θ′ = y5, θ′′ = (yy)2,

(yy)2 = 1
1

Pr (1+R+ε1y7)

{
−(Nt)(y5)

2 − (Dr)(yy)3 − y1y5 + y2y4 +
( n

1−n
)
y2 − (Nb)y5y7

}
, (17)

φ = y6, φ′ = y7, (yy)3,
φ′′ = 1

(1+ε2y4)
{(Le)y2y6 − (Le)y1y7 + (Le)(Γ)y6 − (Sr)(Le)(yy)2},

(18)

The corresponding boundary condition becomes

y1(0) = 0, y2(0) = 1, y4(0) = 0, y6(0) = 1, y2(∞) = 0, y4(∞) = 0, y6(∞) = 0. (19)

The iterative process will be terminated until the desired degree of accuracy
(
10−7)

is obtained.

Figure 2. Flow chart of solution approach.
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4. Results and Discussion

The 2D mathematical model is designed with the help of transportation of mass
diffusion, thermal energy, and momentum equations in the presence of constant magnetic
and thermal radiation, including the role of the Dufour and Soret numbers using variable
properties. Furthermore, the simulations and recorded outcomes are done in view of the
graphs and tables via shooting scheme. The graphical simulations of various physical
parameters on the TBL (thermal boundary layer) and the MBL (momentum boundary
layer) are captured. The desired outcomes regarding motion of particles, heat energy, and
diffusion of mass are captured below.

Flow of fluid particles versus physical parameters: The related outcomes of velocity
against the variation of the porosity number (k1) and magnetic field (M) are captured by
Figures 3 and 4. The involvement of (k1) on the motion of fluid particles are estimated
by Figure 3. It is demonstrated in Figure 3 that flow slows down when k1 is enhanced.
The flow of fluid particles and the thickness in boundary layer of fluid at surface of the
sheet decline versus large values of k1. It is also estimated that k1 generates the resistance
during the flow of fluid particles and that this resistance results in a decreasing in motion
of particles. Figure 4 captures the effect of (M) on the velocity. In this figure, the motion in
fluid particles becomes slower versus large values of (M). This decreasing result in velocity
because of the strength of M generates drag force in flow called the Lorentz force. This
force is plays an opposite role against the motion of particles when a constant magnetic
field is taken along normal direction of flow over a stretched surface.

Figure 3. The impacts of k1 on f (η).
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Figure 4. The impacts of M on f (η).

Temperature of fluid particles versus physical parameters: The noted observations
of the stratification (n), thermal radiation (R), Prandtl (Pr), magnetic field (M), Dufour (Dr),
thermophoresis (Nt), Brownian motion (Nb), thermal relaxation time (δ1), and Soret (Sr)
numbers on the thermal boundary layer are estimated by Figures 5–12. The temperature
of fluid particles versus (n) is computed in Figure 5. The improvement of thermal energy
is conducted through the values of n = 0.0, 0.1, 0.15, and 2. The thickness of the thermal
boundary layer is enhanced by using large values of n. Figure 6 characterizes the impact
of (R) on thermal energy. The heat energy is increased against enhancement in (R), while
an enhancement in (R) generates more thermal performance in temperature regarding
working fluid. Furthermore, the motion of fluid particles in view of an injected manner is
greatly influenced by (R). The performance of heat energy with respect to (Pr) is expressed
in Figure 7. From this figure, it is observed that temperature declines due to large values
of (Pr). The increase in (Pr) brings the reduction in the layers of the thermal boundary
because (Pr) is based on momentum as well as thermal boundary layers. Hence, an increase
in (Pr) leads to the reduction in performance of thermal energy.
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Figure 5. The impacts of n on θ(η).

Figure 6. The impacts of R on θ(η).
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Figure 7. The impacts of Pr on θ(η).

Figure 8. The impacts of Nb on θ(η).
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Figure 9. The impacts of Nt on θ(η).

Figure 10. The impacts of M on θ(η).
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Figure 11. The impacts of Df on θ(η).

Figure 12. The impacts of Sr on θ(η).

Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate the character of Nb and Nt on the curves of heat energy.
It is captured that, from these figures, the maximum production regarding thermal energy
is gained by increasing the values of Nb and Nt, while large values of Nb and Nt results in
the reduction in the layers regarding the thermal boundary. The reason for this is generated
in case of Nt due to stronger thermophoretic force in view of fluid particles, while this force
is opposite of an imposed gradient of temperature. Hence, the performance of thermal
energy is improved.
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The process of heat energy associated with a magnetic number on the profile of heat
energy is demonstrated in Figure 10. The profile in view of thermal energy is enhanced
versus large values of the magnetic number because of Lorentz force. The Lorentz force
is that force which makes thin behavior regarding fluid particles. Therefore, the thinning
behavior of fluids is experiences more thermal energy when using large values of M.

The dimensionless thermal energy related to various values of the Dufour number
is demonstrated in Figure 11. In Figure 11, the distinct enhancement in thermal energy
trough TBL is observed near the wall of the surface. Furthermore, a similar trend is noted
on temperature curves versus various values of the Soret number (Figure 12).

Diffusion of fluid particles versus physical parameters: The simulations in view of
concentration curves versus the variation in the thermal radiation (R), Brownian motion
(Nb), thermophoresis (Nt), magnetic field (M), Lewis (Le), and concentration relaxation
time (δ2) numbers are shown in Figures 13–19. The outcome of thermal energy versus
thermal radiation number is simulated in Figure 13. The increment in (R) is responsible for
better performance in thermal energy.

Figure 13. The impacts of R on φ(η).
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Figure 14. The impacts of Nb on φ(η).

1 
 

 

Figure 15. The impacts of Nt on φ(η).
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Figure 16. The impacts of M on φ(η).

Figure 17. The impacts of Le on φ(η).
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Figure 18. The impacts of δ1 on φ(η).

Figure 19. The impacts of δ2 on φ(η).

Figure 14 reveals the variation of (Nb) subjected to particles concentration whereas a
reduction in the curves of concentration is found by using large values of Nb. Moreover,
the Brownian motion number and the Lewis number are treated opposite to each other.

An enhancement in (Nt) generates better performance of heat energy and shear
gradient (see Figure 15). The increasing function of thermal energy is found versus (Nt).
Meanwhile, fluid particles are experience more heat energy versus large values of Nt.

The action of (M) on the temperature curves are established by Figure 16. From this
figure, the diffusion of nanoparticles is enhanced through variation in the magnetic field.
This impact is due to the Lorentz force because this force generates a reduction in the
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momentum boundary. Hence, the concentration boundary layer is reduced, therefore, a
better performance regarding diffusion of nanoparticles at the wall of the surface.

Figure 17 captures the diffusion of nanoparticles against increasing values of the Lewis
number (Le). It is noticed that concentration curves under the action of the Lewis number
is increased. Moreover, a reduction in the concentration boundary layer is investigated
versus large values of (Le).

The dimensionless temperature profile under the variation of thermal relaxation time
is conducted in Figure 18. From this figure, graphical outcomes capture that the fluid
temperature enhances when thermal relaxation time (δ1) is enhanced. Meanwhile, the
TBL increases.

The increasing function associated with the concentration curves versus the growing
values of concentration relation time number (δ2) is simulated by Figure 19. It reveals that
the diffusion of nanoparticles becomes fast.

Divergent force, Nusselt number and rate of diffusion of fluid particles versus
variation of physical parameters: The comparative study is presented in Table 1. The nu-
merical simulations in view of the divergent velocity, rate of thermal energy, and diffusion
of mass versus physical parameters called the Brownian motion (Nb), thermophoresis
(Nt),Prandtl number (Pr), Lewis number (Le), magnetic field (M), porosity number (k1),
thermal radiation (R), Soret number (Sr), Dufour number (Dr), stratification number (n),
concentration relaxation time (δ2), and thermal relaxation time (δ1) are recorded in Table
2. It is observed from this table that divergent velocity is enhanced through variation
of (Pr) becaus (Pr) is based on the variation of thermal layer as well as the momentum
layer at the wall of the surface. The opposite character in view of divergent velocity is
noted versus increasing values of the magnetic field and porosity numbers. The divergent
velocity becomes slower versus the variation of the thermal radiation number (R). Further-
more, it can be observed that constant values regarding shear stress are recorded using
the values of (Nb), (Nt), (Le), (Sr),(n), (δ2), and (δ1). The rate of diffusion of nanoparticles
becomes faster versus Nb, Nt, Le, and k1. However, reduction in view of the Sherwood
number is simulated under the variation of the Prandtl number, magnetic field, thermal
relaxation time, concentration relaxation time, and the Soret and Dufour numbers. The
maximum performances related to thermal energy are observed against growing values
of Nb, Nt, Pr, M, k1, δ1, and δ2. The increase in the Nusselt number is computed versus
Le, Γ, Dr, Sr, and n. The comparative study is presented in Table 1 for the heat transfer
rate. It is obvious that the obtained results are in excellent agreement with the findings
reported in reference [19].

Table 1. The value of −θ′(0) for Nt = Nb = k1 = D f = Sr = Le = n = Γ = 0.

Pr M R −θ
′ (0)

[19]
−θ

′ (0)
Present Results

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.9548 0.95484878
2.0 0.0 0.0 1.4714 1.4714548
3.0 0.0 0.0 1.8691 1.86906988
1.0 0.0 1.0 0.5315 0.53530132
1.0 1.0 0.0 0.8611 0.86150565
1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4505 0.46196426
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Table 2. Calculation of −θ′(0) , −∅′(0) and f ′′(0) with variation of thermophysical parameters.

Nb Nt Pr Le M k1 R Γ Df Sr n δ1 δ2 −f”(0) −θ′ (0) −∅′(0)

0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 1.203130 1.692398
0.5 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 0.745205 1.730309
0.1 0.3 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 0.993797 1.705696
0.1 0.1 8.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 1.260018 1.691140
0.1 0.1 7.0 10.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 1.020337 2.459589
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 2.5 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 2.063846 1.080128 1.514741
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 2.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.93865 1.103093 1.545366
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 3.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 0.628864 3.137834
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 0.458712 1.664456
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 0.688129 1.720053
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 1.3 1.3 1.358958 1.287439 1.347656
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 1.3 1.3 1.358958 1.045916 1.696398
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.5 1.3 1.358958 1.179728 1.694022
0.1 0.1 7.0 5.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.5 1.358958 1.216942 1.635957

5. Conclusions

The development of a 2D model in the presence of momentum, heat energy, and
concentration equations is designed. The influence the variation of the magnetic field
and the Dufour and Soret numbers has on the Newtonian rheological fluid passing over
a porous hot surface is observed. This developed model is numerically solved using a
shooting approach. The key simulations are conducted as follows:

• The flow of nanoparticles on a hot surface is managed through the variation of
magnetic field and porosity numbers. It is simulated that the motion of nanoparticles
becomes slower versus growing values of the magnetic field and porosity numbers.
The thickness of the MBL is investigated in view of this reduction;

• The intensity of magnetic field plays a vital role on heat energy and the TBL because
thermal performance has improved under the action of a magnetic field. Moreover,
the transportation of temperature becomes slowr versus an increment in the Prandtl
number called ration of MBL to TBL;

• The maximum production of thermal energy has been observed with respect to
the variation of the thermal radiation, thermophoresis, Brownian motion and Du-
four numbers, whereas thickness of the TBL declines by changing the values of the
Dufour number;

• The diffusion of fluid particles has been observed significantly against the variation
of thermophoresis, Brownian motion, magnetic field, thermal relaxation time and
concentration relaxation time numbers;

• The divergent velocity speeds up versus the Prandtl number, magnetic field, and the
thermal radiation numbers, but reduces in speed in view of divergent flow against
large values of the thermal radiation number.
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Nomenclature

u, v Velocity field
T Temperature
ρ Fluid density
δ1, δ2 Small parameters
θ(η ) Dimensionless temperature
k1 Porosity parameter
Le Lewis number
−φ′(0) Mass transfer rate
R Radiation parameter
ψ Stream function
D(T) Temperature dependent diffusion coefficient
Cw/C∞ Wall concentration/ambient concentration
x, y Space coordinates
C Concentration
Γ Chemical reaction parameter
M Magnetic parameter
φ (η) Dimensionless concentration
f (η ), f ′(η ) Dimensionless velocity
Γ Chemical reaction parameter
−(1 + R)θ′(0) Heat transfer rate
K(T) Temperature dependent thermal conductivity
η Dimensionless independent variable
Tw/T∞ Wall temperature/ambient temperature
τW = µ ∂u

∂y Wall stress
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